Please note that
all prices shown are now plus 10%

As many other suppliers, we too are experiencing effects of the currency and raw material fluctuations.

We have over the years as a business always tried to absorb any price increases we have from within our business or from our suppliers. Many of our products have had
no price increase since 2011 and some ranges were recently reduced when the euro improved back in late 2014.This has left us without the ability to absorb the severity of
the current situation. So regrettably from the 2nd December 2016, we need to increase our prices by 10%.

Please add 10% to the catalogue price.

Best for Storeroom, Workshop or Warehouse

Vertical Rack
A cost effective way of storing all those long and
awkward items.
Our vertical racking is derived from our Heavy Duty
Midispan system. The system comes as a starter and
extension bay format meaning long runs are more
cost effective.
The bays come with 3 dividers, all necessary frames and
base plates, two front beams and one back beam and base
rail. Other size racks available to order, please contact the
sales office.

Great value for money

scan for
videos|assembly

Store all your long awkward items
Quickly gets your storage organized
Simple to build and reconfigure
Fully adjustable hoop dividers
Starter and extension bay system

storagecatalogue.co.uk
/vertical

VERTICAL RACK

Can be secured to the floor
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Heights

Widths

Depths

Application

Construction

Loadings

Frame height (mm)
2550

Widths (mm)
1200, 1600, 1800

Frame depth (mm)
810

Environment
Stockroom, Workshop,
Warehouse

Frame: Steel
Blue RAL5010

Contact Sales Office

Store items up to
3000mm long!

Divider Depth (mm)
400

Usage
Long Items Storage
Vertically

Beams: Steel
Galvanised
Dividers: Steel
Blue RAL5010

Cost effective Vertical Storage for items up to 3000mm long!
1,3. Left & Right Hand Fixed Dividers

2. Hoop Divider detail

3
2
1

The hoop dividers can be adjusted and tightened
to any position along the beam

Simply clip in the fixed divider

£390.

10

Vertical Rack Available Widths
(Height shown 2550mm)

W 1800mm

W 1600mm

+Add Extension Bay

H x W x D (mm)

Code

Price

Extensions Code

Extension Price

2550 x 1200 x 810

VRS/2512/3

£578.50

VRE/2512/3

£390.10

2550 x 1600 x 810

VRS/2516/3

£598.15

VRE/2516/3

£425.45

2550 x 1800 x 810

VRS/2518/3

£617.80

VRE/2518/3

£460.75

+Add Adjustable Hoop Dividers
1000 x 400mm

VR/DIV1004

£58.70

Starter Bay includes two side frames, beams, Right and Left hand dividers, one adjustable divider and all
necessary fixings. Extension includes one side frame, beams, three adjustable dividers and all necessary fixings.

Vertical Rack 2550 x 1600 x 810 with one extra hoop divider

We have multiple solutions to different storage problems, if you are unsure what’s best for you, please contact us.

VERTICAL RACK

Vertical Rack

W 1200mm
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